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Each conveyed a unique message stylized for the audience of that particular media. This analysis demonstrates the problems and opportunities for scholars attempting to gauge the influence of a book on the public understanding of. This analysis demonstrates the problems and opportunities for scholars attempting to gauge the influence of a book on the public understanding of. What was the nature of the media? What was its history? Who was its audience? How did Carson’s previous experience shape her attitude and action toward the media? What was the central thrust of the message? When you buy books using these links the Internet Archive may earn a small commission. Benefits of donating. When you donate a physical book to the Internet Archive, your book will enjoy: Beautiful high-fidelity digitization. Long-term archival preservation. Free controlled digital library access by the print-disabled and public. Open Library is a project of the Internet Archive, a 501(c)(3) non-profit. Donate Book. We don't have this book yet. The Last Human Spring is a ground-breaking work on nature and humanity. This book deepens the spirit of Silent Spring, and of Walden--into human conservation and healing. It reveals the stunning breakthrough into Nurturome. It breaks open, then completes our view of evolution; it reveals the Second Missing Link. It redefines and redirects the Environmental Movement--the nature-human debate. It dispels the issue of nature vs. culture, and other key myths of 'civilization', Modernism, and Postmodernism. It reveals the Origin and Emergence of Alien Being--Alienism. It presents the Revelation of Selflifeworld. It reveals the Origins of Egoself that comes to displace whole self and whole mind. Over one hundred-fifty subheadings mark more surprises on the journey!